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Abstract

In this research we analyze the effectiveness of the current and optimal lo-

cations of a set of existing regional assets maintained by the Department of

Defense to respond to large-scale emergencies. These assets have been incre-

mentally resourced, established, sited over the past 20 years without regard to

the entire enterprise and, due to fiscal and political costs, modifications to the

current structure must yield significant gains to garner approval. We formulate

a multiobjective hierarchical extension of the maximal covering location prob-

lem that seeks to maximize coverage of the population within a rapid response

window while minimizing modifications to the existing structure. Additionally,

we prevent facilities from covering nodes located within close proximity using

a modified conditional covering problem (CCP) constraint; this constraint ac-

counts for the large impact radius that can occur in a worst-case scenario. To

solve our multiobjective problem, we develop a set of non-inferior solutions using

the ε-constraint method. These non-inferior solutions explicitly represent the

trade-off between maximizing coverage and minimizing cost, and they offer a

decision maker a set of Pareto optimal decisions to consider for implementation.

Applying our model and methodology to the current set of assets, we demon-

strate that, in the absence of resource constraints, we can improve coverage by
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more than 15%, approximately 49 million people. Furthermore, with only 23

unit relocations (less than a 30% modification of the entire structure) coverage

can exceed 98%, an improvement of an additional 45 million people covered.

Finally, we demonstrate additional advantages of implementing the modified

CCP constraint.

Keywords: maximal covering location problem, large scale emergency,

conditional covering problem, multiobjective optimization, ε-constraint

method

1. Introduction

The motivation for this study is to examine the current and optimal loca-

tions for the Chemical Biological Radiological Nuclear (CBRN) Response En-

terprise (CRE) in the Continental United States to better mitigate the effects

of a CBRN incident on the population. The CRE consists of units from both

the National Guard and active components of the Department of Defense that

support local authorities with the (i) analysis of CBRN impacts, (ii) develop-

ment of mitigation measures, (iii) initial medical stabilization and triage, (iv)

search and extraction, and (v) decontamination. Locating these units in close

proximity to potential targets reduces the response time and therefore improves

the response capability. It is important, however, to maintain a minimum safe

distance (i.e., a stand-off distance) between the CRE and priority demands to

prevent a CBRN attack from neutralizing response capability. Moreover, be-

cause these units have already been sited, minimizing the cost of modifications

is also desired.

The National Guard component of the CRE, on which our research focuses

exclusively, is comprised of three echelons: (i) Weapons of Mass Destruction

Civil Support Teams (WMD-CSTs), (ii) CBRN Enhanced Response Force Pack-

ages (CERFPs), and (iii) Homeland Response Forces (HRFs). WMD-CSTs

constitute the first response of the CRE. Their primary missions are to assist

first responders with the identification of CBRN effects and advise local and
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state officials on the impacts and protective measures [1]. There are currently

52 WMD-CSTs located in the Continental United States with at least one in

each state and one in Washington D.C.. Moreover, Florida, California, and New

York each have two WMD-CSTs due to their relatively larger population sizes.

Each WMD-CST consists of approximately 22 personnel [2]. The CERFP is

the second level of response, and their unit capabilities include casualty search

and extraction, emergency medical services (EMS), and decontamination [2].

The CERFP is specifically designed to perform each of these tasks in a CBRN

contaminated environment. There are currently 15 CERFPs located across the

Continental United States with at least one per Federal Emergency Management

Agency (FEMA) region, and each is comprised of approximately 186 personnel.

HRFs comprise the third echelon of response. Each HRF consists of approxi-

mately 570 personnel and provides the same capability as a CERFP, but also

adds a brigade-size command and control headquarters and a battalion-size se-

curity component. A HRF is designed to manage up to five WMD-CSTs and

three CERFPs [3]. There are currently ten HRFs, one aligned with each FEMA

region.

Facility location theory has been extensively applied to optimize the es-

tablishment of emergency management services such as fire departments and

hospitals. More recently, the field has grown to examine location decisions that

support response to large-scale emergencies (LSEs). LSEs are unique in their

low frequency and catastrophic effect on a population, and they require different

modeling considerations than classical facility location models [4]. Most of the

previous LSE research focused either on optimal locations for the pre-positioning

of medical supplies or on post-event establishment of relief aid distribution cen-

ters. There is limited work, however, that focuses specifically on recommending

improvements to an existing LSE response structure, and much of it is focused

on temporary asset relocation strategies. (See [5] and [6] for works that repre-

sent foundational and recent advancements in this area.) This is an important

consideration, given the CRE is a significant LSE response structure in place

within the United States, and a series of myopic location decisions successively
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implemented over increments to the size of the CRE has likely yielded subopti-

mal unit dispositions. Thus, an examination of these existing structures utilizing

LSE facility location theory can assess their effectiveness. Furthermore, we can

recommend modifications to balance the trade-off between improved service and

the cost to attain it. These costs include both a monetary cost (i.e., the amount

of money needed to relocate an organization, build new facilities, etc.) and

political costs (e.g., removing an existing capability from an area to improve

service in a different area). Within the scope of this research, we minimize the

number of modifications to existing unit locations as a substitute for both the

monetary and political costs, but we refer the reader to a preceding work by

Paul [7] for a more detailed analysis of selected financial costs for altering the

locations of CRE unit locations.

LSE models commonly employ concepts from covering models that have

been widely applied to siting emergency management facilities such as hospitals

and fire stations (e.g. see [8, 9, 10, 11]). In these models a demand is considered

covered if a facility is located within a minimum service distance of a demand.

Common covering models include the location set covering problem (LSCP) and

the maximal covering location problem (MCLP). The LSCP was first applied

to emergency management facility location by Toregas et al. [10], and it seeks

to minimize the weighted cost of siting facilities such that every demand is

covered by at least one facility within a maximum service distance. The maximal

covering location problem (MCLP), first introduced by Church and Revelle [8],

seeks to maximize coverage of a population within a defined coverage radius

given a set number of facilities. The MCLP is commonly applied to public

sector problems when resource limitations prevent covering all demands [12]

and, unlike the LSCP, accounts for the size and location of demands [4].

Similar to many facility location problems, LSE problems often have multiple

objectives [13, 14, 15]. The most common of these problems balance maximizing

some measure of capability with minimizing cost [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Other

notable bi-objective approaches include balancing coverage with distance [22,

23], coverage with equity [24, 25], or coverage efficiency with coverage equity
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[26]. For a thorough review of multiobjective facility location problems, we refer

the reader to a robust survey conducted by Farahani et al. [27] that applies

taxonomies for both the number and types of objectives considered within the

respective works, a notable subset of which address EMS location problems.

We note that EMS location problems are one type of LSE problem under the

aforementioned assumptions of low frequency and catastrophic effect for events;

however, not all EMS location problems are examined as an LSE problem, and

LSE problems are not restricted to EMS systems.

Among recent works published since the survey conducted by Farahani et

al. [27], we note the following contributions as evidence of the growth in this

field. Zhang and Jian [28] examined the location of EMS stations to balance

the maximization of area coverage with the minimization of costs due to station

construction, vehicle operating costs, and transportation costs. Within this

work, the authors considered stochastic demand distributions and adopted a

robust optimization approach, examining tradeoffs in the respective objectives.

Rath and Gutjahr [29] modeled the location of humanitarian aid warehouses

and routing of supplies to meet demands for relief goods, balancing three ob-

jectives: minimizing short-term costs consisting of depot construction, vehicle

procurement, and vehicle operation; minimizing medium-term costs consisting

of transportation and warehousing expenses; and maximizing the total demand

satisfied by the design. Recent work by Khodaparasti et al. [26] explored the

Pareto frontier of efficient solutions for designing an EMS system via location

decisions that seek to minimize the expected response times and minimize the

total number of uncovered demand zones. Adopting a greater emphasis on often

underserved population in rural areas, Chanta et al. [24] identified locations for

vehicular ambulances to balance four objectives: maximizing the weighted de-

mand covered; minimizing the number of uncovered demand zones; minimizing

the number of uncovered rural demand zones; and minimizing the maximum

distance between uncovered demand zones and their respective closest open

ambulance stations.

Ehrgott and Gandibleaux [30] provide a useful survey of methods to solve
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multiobjective facility location problems. Although there are many techniques

available to solve multiobjective problems, solution generation methods are often

preferred when access to a decision maker is limited [31]. These methods involve

generating all (or a sufficient sampling) of the non-inferior solutions. A solution

is said to be non-inferior (or nondominated) for a multiobjective problem if an

improvement in one objective can be accomplished only by degrading at least

one other objective [32]. The set of non-inferior solutions allows a decision

maker to consider a range of alternatives that explicitly define the trade-offs

between competing objectives [16]. The decision maker then applies judgment

to determine the desired balance between competing objectives [16].

The two most widely used generation methods are the weighted sum method

and scalarization techniques, the latter of which include the ε-constraint method,

the hybrid method, and the elastic constraint method [32]. The weighting

method involves parametric scaling of each objective in accordance with its

relative importance and evaluating the corresponding objective function for a

set of weights [33]. Among the various scalarization techniques, the ε-constraint

method is more often utilized within recent multiobjective facilitation location

literature (e.g., see [21, 24, 26, 29, 34, 35]). The ε-constraint method involves

iteratively optimizing one objective after converting the remaining objectives

into constraints, for which the right-hand side (RHS) is parametrically changed

to identify a set of non-inferior solutions [35]. Chankong et al. [36] showed that

the ε-constraint method is guaranteed to find the entire non-inferior set for a

general multiobjective problem given a proper increment of the ε-value. It has

also been demonstrated that an optimal solution to the ε-constraint method is

guaranteed to be non-inferior if it is feasible and all the constraints representing

objectives are binding [31]. The ε-constraint method is often preferred over the

weighting method in integer programming formulations because the non-convex

feasible region prevents the weighting method from finding all non-inferior so-

lutions. For this reason, the use of the weighted sum method in the literature is

less frequent (e.g., see [22, 28]), and several authors have sought to improve upon

it via the use of fuzzy set optimization [17], or evolutionary algorithms [19, 37],
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optimizing a ratio of two objectives [26], or a combination of the weighted sum

and ε-constraint methods [20]. Herein, we embrace the use of the ε-constraint

method for its simplicity and, for our formulation in which one of the objectives

assumes only discrete values, its ease of identifying appropriate values for ε to

identify all non-inferior solutions.

The majority of research that focused exclusively on LSE facility location

has occurred in the last ten years. Jia et al. [4, 38] developed models focused on

proactively locating medical stockpiles and reactively siting distribution centers

that would distribute medical supplies after a large-scale emergency. Murali

et al. [39] developed a generalized capacitated MCLP, wherein coverage was

determined using a decreasing step function of the distance, to optimize the

distribution of medical supplies during a catastrophic bio-terror attack. In a re-

lated contribution, Peker and Kara [40] examined the p-hub maximal covering

location problem, for which the authors considered gradual decay functions for

partial demand coverage by facilities in lieu of binary coverage, as well as mul-

tiple facility contributions to determine the coverage of each demand. Sheu [41]

developed a model focused on optimizing emergency logistic support during an

LSE with imperfect information. Abounacer et al. [42] utilized the ε-constraint

method to solve a multiobjective location-transportation problem for disaster

response. Their model incorporated three objectives: minimize the travel dis-

tance of products, minimize the assets needed to open and operate distribution

centers, and minimize the uncovered demand.

Several LSE models have also adopted elements of the conditional covering

problem (CCP) to model the large-impact radius of a LSE. The CCP was first

introduced by Moon and Chaudhry [43] with the same objective as the LSCP

– to establish the minimum number of facilities to cover all demands – but the

authors added an additional constraint requiring each sited facility to be covered

by another facility. The original CCP motivation was intended to model facility

interdependency. Lunday et al. [44] developed a modified version of the CCP

wherein the set of demands and the set of potential facility locations were the

same, and a facility cannot cover a co-located demand. The development of
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this modified version was intended to model the siting of Weapons of Mass

Destruction Civil Support Teams (WMD-CSTs) that exist within the National

Guard to support local authorities in the event of a WMD incident. Since

a WMD incident could render a response unit ineffective, Lunday et al. [44]

proposed preventing facilities from covering co-located demand. Huang et al.

[45] developed a similar model for an LSE using a p-center objective that seeks

to minimize the maximize distance between demands and facilities.

We note that our research invokes the term ‘hierarchical’ in a manner that

differs slightly from its use in previous location theory literature. Beginning as

early as 1979 in work by Narula and Ogbu [46] on location-allocation problems,

hierarchical facilities traditionally refer to an interrelated structure of facility

classifications wherein only the lowest level of facilities services demands, the

next higher level of facilities supports the lowest level of facilities, and so forth.

(See Farahani et al. [47] for a comprehensive review of related hierarchical

facility location literature.) Within this research, the term ‘hierarchical’ like-

wise denotes different levels of facilities within an organized structure but, in

our application, a demand must be serviced by at least one facility from each

hierarchical level to be considered ‘covered’.

The major contributions of this research are as follows. We formulate a

model and develop an accompanying methodology to assess and recommend

improvements to an existing regional structure designed specifically for large-

scale emergency response. For a multiobjective formulation, we develop a set of

non-inferior solutions that allow a decision maker to assess the trade-off between

maximizing coverage and minimizing modifications to the existing CRE struc-

ture. Our model also accounts for the different capabilities that are required to

mitigate the impacts of a LSE through a hierarchical model. We also extend

the modified CCP constraint [44] that not only prevents a facility from provid-

ing coverage to a co-located demand but also prevents coverage of all demands

within a minimum stand-off distance from a facility, thereby reducing the risk

to emergency response assets.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present
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our modeling assumptions, mathematical programming formulation, and solu-

tion method to determine optimal CRE unit locations. In Section 3, we demon-

strate the implementation of our model for a scenario that is representative of

a high risk CBRN incident, and we utilize the ε-constraint method to solve the

problem. We conclude in Section 4 by summarizing the insights garnered from

our analysis and identifying directions for future research.

2. Model Formulation and Solution Methodology

In this section, we present our model which we utilize to analyze and rec-

ommend modifications to the existing hierarchical CRE. We review the scope,

approach, modeling assumptions, and math programming formulation, and we

present our methodology for identifying a set of non-inferior solutions for a

decision maker to consider.

2.1. Model Formulation

Our model focuses specifically on the initial WMD-CST, CERFP, and HRF

echelons of response. Initial response constitutes the closest team at each eche-

lon that would respond to a CBRN incident. Follow-on response is not modeled

because of the additional time available to respond and the possible use of air

assets to transports such follow-on units, both of which marginalize the impor-

tance of unit locations for incidents requiring a large-scale or longer-duration

response.

We develop a multiobjective hierarchical extension of the MCLP which seeks

to maximize coverage of the population within a defined coverage radius of

response assets within each echelon while minimizing the cost of modifications,

wherein we utilize the number of modifications to unit locations as a substitute

for cost of modifications within this study. The hierarchical component of the

problem requires a demand to be covered by each echelon of the CRE: a WMD-

CST, CERFP, and HRF.

Several assumptions are appropriate for a model to analyze the CRE unit

locations. First, we limit the possible facility locations and demands to a finite
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set of nodes on a network. These nodes represent population centers for each

county in the continental United States. Limiting the solution space reduces the

complexity of the problem and frames the model around the existing U.S. road

network to identify response times. Open source data from government agencies

provides a realistic indication of the distances between all nodes. Furthermore,

we assume a deterministic time requirement to traverse between any two nodes

in the network as a function of the shortest road distance and an assumed rate

of travel.

Next, we assume that the probability of a CBRN incident occurring at a

given location is proportional to the location’s respective population. Thus,

a greater demand is generated at a more populated node. The population

at a CRE unit’s location also provides an indication of the risk of that CRE

unit’s capabilities being neutralized. We further assume that the probability of

multiple simultaneous or near-simultaneous CBRN events is low and will present

infrequent demand, although we do revisit this assumption via a sensitivity

analysis presented in Section 3.4. Thus, we model the facilities as uncapacitated.

Given the importance of rapid response, coverage is considered binary and a

demand must be within a specified distance of a unit to be considered covered.

Given the scope of destruction that can occur in a CBRN incident, a CRE

unit located within a minimum stand-off distance of an incident may not be

able to effectively respond. Thus, we assume coverage of a location can only

come from a facility located outside a minimum stand-off distance. There is

no current DoD guidance or doctrine that addresses this issue, but through our

analysis we intend to demonstrate the necessity to account for this risk in future

decisions regarding the CRE structure.

The remaining assumptions relate to the CRE structure. First, the effec-

tiveness of each respective WMD-CST, CERFP, and HRF is assumed to be

identical and sufficient to accomplish its mission. Next, we restrict the number

of WMD-CSTs, HRFs, and CERFPs to the current number in the existing en-

terprise. Furthermore, it is assumed each state will continue to host at least one

WMD-CST. This is assumed due to the presumed political cost of removing
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an existing capability from a state. For example, in 2013 the DoD proposed

disestablishing the 24th WMD-CST located in New York and 48th WMD-CST

located in Florida. A number of Senators and Congressmen from both states

including House Appropriations Defense Subcommittee Chairman Congressman

Young (FL), Subcommittee Member Congressman Owens (NY), and Congress-

man Grimm (NY) fought the proposal and were able to convince Secretary of

Defense Hagel to reverse the decision [48, 49].

The formulation of this problem also assumes that a WMD-CST can cover

a location outside the state in which it is located. Many states have inter-state

agreements already established to share CBRN resources. Additionally, WMD-

CSTs can be used to support other states via coordination through the National

Guard Bureau, or they can be federalized to respond to an attack anywhere in

the United States if approved by the appropriate authority.

We also assume that a state will not host both a HRF and a CERFP. Most

states are facing challenges meeting the minimum manning requirements for the

existing CERFPs. Fielding a HRF in addition to a CERFP would only exac-

erbate a state’s personnel challenges [50]. Additionally, funding training events

or activations for real world incidents for both of these units would significantly

strain a state’s fiscal resources.

To formulate our model, we define the following sets, parameters, and deci-

sion variables:

Sets

• G = (N,A): The underlying network.

• N : Set of nodes in the network that represent possible facility locations

and demands.

• A : Set of undirected arcs (i, j) in the network, i, j ∈ N, i 6= j.

• D : Set of demand nodes in the network, D ⊆ N .

• S : Set of states s = 1, ..., 49, representing the 48 Continental United

States (i.e., all except for Alaska and Hawaii) and Washington D.C.
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• Ns ⊂ N : Set of nodes located in state s, s ∈ S.

• R : Set of FEMA regions r = 1, ..., 10.

• Fr ⊂ N : Set of nodes located in FEMA region r, r ∈ R.

• L = {w, c, h} : The set of CRE echelons, where the values correspond to

the WMD-CST, CERFP, and HRF echelons, respectively.

Parameters

• hi : Demand associated with node i, ∀ i ∈ D.

• dij : Distance from demand node i to facility j, ∀ i ∈ D, j ∈ N .

• r`min : Minimum stand-off distance at echelon `.

• r`max : Maximum coverage radius at echelon `.

• a`ij : A binary parameter equal to 1 if r`min ≤ dij ≤ r`max, 0 otherwise,

∀ i ∈ D, j ∈ N .

• ψ`
j : A binary parameter equal to 1 if a facility at echelon level ` currently

exists at site j, 0 otherwise ∀ j ∈ N.

• p` : The number of facilities at echelon `, that must be sited, ∀ ` ∈ L.

• c` : The cost associated with relocating a team at echelon `.

Herein, the uniformity of the relocation cost, c`, for a team relocation at

a given echelon is a simplifying assumption but a necessary one for this initial

analysis. In practice, relocation costs will also vary geographically, as the cost

to open a new facility for a team will differ with the local real estate values,

labor costs, regulatory licensing fees, and/or construction material markets, and

the cost to close a team’s facility will include not just direct movement costs,

but also costs that are more elusive to quantification such as financial costs

incurred to address concerns by elected officials and citizens (e.g., holding town

hall meetings, testifying before state and federal legislatures).
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Decision Variables. This model contains three linked decisions: (i) where

to site facilities, (ii) how many are relocated at each echelon, and (iii) which

demands to cover.

• y`j : A binary decision variable equal to 1 if a facility at echelon level ` is

located at site j, 0 otherwise, ∀ ` ∈ L, j ∈ N.

• zi : A binary decision variable equal to 1 if demand at node i is covered

by a facility at each echelon level, 0 otherwise, ∀ i ∈ D.

• x` : An integer-valued decision variable equal to the number of teams

relocated at echelon ` ∈ L.

Given this framework, we propose the following formulation for a Maxi-

mal Conditional Covering Location Problem with Side Constraints, denoted as

Problem P1:

P1: max f(x, z) = (f1(z), f2(x)) (1)

subject to f1(z) =
∑
i∈D

hizi (2)

f2(x) = −
∑
`∈L

c`x` (3)

∑
j∈N

a`ijy
`
j ≥ zi, ∀ ` ∈ {w, h} , i ∈ D, (4)

∑
j∈N

(
acijy

c
j + ahijy

h
j

)
≥ zi, ∀ i ∈ D, (5)

∑
j∈Ns

ywj ≥ 1, ∀ s ∈ S, (6)

∑
j∈Ns

ycj +
∑
j∈Ns

yhj ≤ 1, ∀ s ∈ S, (7)

∑
j∈Fr

yhj ≤ 1, ∀ r ∈ R, (8)

∑
j∈N

ψ`
jy

`
j + x` = p`, ∀ ` ∈ L, (9)

y`j ,∈ {0, 1} , ∀ ` ∈ L, j ∈ N, (10)
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zi ∈ {0, 1} , ∀ i ∈ D, (11)

x` ∈ Z+, ∀ ` ∈ L. (12)

The objective function (1) seeks to optimize two objectives: the total demand

covered (2) and the cost of unit relocations (3). Constraints (4) and (5) provide

upper bounds on the decision variable zi, wherein zi may only assume a value

of 1 if at least one facility that can provide service at each echelon for demand

i. Whereas Constraint (4) restricts coverage due to the respective locations of

WMD-CSTs and HRFs, we present Constraint (5) separately for the CERFP

echelon because CERFP-level support can be provided by either a CERFP or

a HRF. (HRFs can provide both HRF and CERFP echelon coverage.) En-

forcement of the minimum stand-off distance is accomplished by setting the

parameter ajj = 0, ∀ j ∈ N , and setting any aij = 0 if the corresponding dij

is less than or equal to the minimum stand off distance [51]. Constraint (6) re-

quires each state to have at least one WMD-CST, and Constraint (7) prevents

a state from having more than one CERFP and/or HRF. Constraint (8) limits

each FEMA region to have no more than one HRF. Given a fixed number of

HRFs equal to the number of FEMA regions, this is equivalent to requiring one

HRF to be assigned to each FEMA region. For a given number of facilities at

each echelon, p`, Constraint (9) calculates the number of units being relocated,

x`, as a function of the number of existing unit locations that are not changed.

Constraint (10) and (11) represent binary logical constraints for the facility lo-

cation and coverage decision variables, and Constraint (12) restricts the number

of relocations at each echelon to integer values.

2.2. Methodology

In lieu of solving P1 directly to identify the set of non-inferior solutions

(e.g., with the weighting method), we utilize the ε-constraint method. We first
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reformulate Problem P1 to Problem P2 as follows.

P2: max
∑
i∈D

hizi (13)

subject to Constraints (4)–(12),∑
`∈L

c`x` ≤ ε, ∀ ` ∈ L. (14)

In this reformulation, we replaced the objective function (1) with the objective

of maximizing the total demand covered (13). We impose Constraint (14) to

bound our second objective, the minimization of costs due to moving units, to

be no more than ε, an allowed cost of relocations. We initially set ε = 0 and

solve P2 to identify the coverage level for the current CRE unit locations. By

iteratively increasing the value of ε and re-solving P2, we develop a set of non-

inferior solutions that highlight the trade-off between maximizing coverage and

minimizing cost.

3. Computational Results

In this section we demonstrate the application of our model. We first re-

view the data used in the model and our solution technique. Next, we examine

the current level of coverage provided by the existing CRE unit locations and

compare it to an optimal level of coverage when all units are allowed to relo-

cate. We then examine the trade-off between cost and coverage considering an

independent view of each echelon and an enterprise approach, respectively. The

independent view examines coverage at each echelon as if coverage depends only

on the echelon under examination. The enterprise approach assumes coverage

is dependent upon all three echelons, and a demand is only considered covered

if it is covered by all three echelons. Finally, we examine additional advantages

of the CCP constraint.

The data used in this analysis was compiled from unclassified open-source

resources; it provides an approximation of the true system but is not an ex-

act representation. The road infrastructure network utilized consists of 3109
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nodes that represent the population centers for counties in the Continental

United States and the District of Columbia. The arc length between nodes

was determined using U.S. highway road distance from the Center for Trans-

portation Analysis Oak Ridge National Highway Network (NHN) [52]. Using

this network, we applied the Floyd-Warshall Algorithm [53] to determine the

shortest path length between each pair of nodes, set this equal to dij and, for

dij ∈
[
r`min, r

`
max

]
, set a`ij = 1 and 0 otherwise for each echelon ` ∈ L.

Population estimates for each county, hi, are taken from the 2010 U.S. Cen-

sus [54]. Counties were classified by the CDC’s 2013 NCHS Urban-Rural Clas-

sification Scheme for Counties [55] and are depicted in Figure 1. CRE unit

locations [56] were estimated to exist at the respective population centers of the

counties in which they are located and do not depict their precise locations.

County Pop 6 1M

County Pop 6 250k

County Pop 6 50k

County Pop 6 10k

County Pop < 10k 

Figure 1: U.S. Population by Counties

The maximum coverage radius for units within each echelon, r`, was de-

veloped using existing DoD doctrine and accepted standards within the DoD.

Response time requirements were converted to distance requirements using an

assumed 50 miles per hour response speed. Thus, WMD-CSTs are assumed to

have a maximum response time of five hours, which is equivalent to a maximum
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coverage distance of 250 miles. CERFPs are assumed to have a six-hour response

requirement, which equates to a 300-mile maximum coverage distance. Finally,

HRFs are assumed to have a 12-hour response requirement which corresponds

to a 600-mile maximum coverage radius. The minimum stand-off distance was

developed using the projected radius of effects from a 10 kiloton nuclear device

detonated at ground level, which is recognized as the most likely nuclear device

to be used in a domestic terror attack [57]. The significant damage from this

device is estimated to occur within a three-mile radius, and the deadly fallout

radius is estimated to extend for 10-20 miles. Given this information, we de-

fine a conservative minimum standoff distance of 25 miles. A summary of the

minimum and maximum coverage radii at each echelon is provided in Table 1.

Table 1: The minimum and maximum coverage radii at each echelon

Echelon (`) r`min r`max

w 25 250

c 25 300

h 25 600

Solutions were found for P2 instances using a computer having an Intel

Xeon Processor E5-1620 and 32 GB of memory by invoking the commercial

solver CPLEX (Version 12.6) [58] from Matlab R2014a. All solutions reported

are within a relative optimality tolerance of 0.49%. This tolerance was selected

to prevent excessive run times; both the MCLP and the CCP are known NP -

Hard problems [59], and certain instances of our problem were not solvable to

optimality within up to 24 hours of computational effort.

3.1. Current and Maximal Coverage

The current CRE unit locations cover 83% of the population. Although

the information used in our analysis is not classified, we judiciously refrain from

providing herein the locations of the areas and populations not supported within

the specified response times by the current CRE unit locations and dispositions.
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It is also worth noting the current unit locations are estimates and do not

represent exact locations; thus, our model provides an approximation of the

true coverage. Our goal was to demonstrate the usefulness of the methodology

to warrant developing a refined data set with true unit locations and feasible

facility locations.

If we allow all units to relocate by solving P2 in the absence of Constraint

(14), we find that optimal CRE unit locations can cover 99.47% of the popula-

tion, as depicted in Figure 2, an improvement of over 49 million people covered

compared to current unit locations.

HRF Unit Location
CERFP Unit Location
WMD-CST Unit Location
UC Pop 6 1M
UC Pop 6 250k
UC Pop 6 50k
UC Pop 6 10k
UC Pop < 10k

Population Covered = 305,062,602
Model Parameters:
Coverage Radius WMD-CST: 25 5 r 5 250
Coverage Radius CERFP: 25 5 r 5 300
Coverage Radius HRF: 25 5 r 5 600
Unlimited Facility Relocations

Figure 2: CRE Unit Locations for Maximal Coverage

We note that maximizing coverage without a tight bound on costs may yield a

solution that is not necessarily non-inferior with respect to the minimization of

costs, as alternative maximal covering solutions may exist that have lower costs.

To identify the extreme point on the Pareto frontier, one may either adopt a

preemptive programming approach by subsequently affixing the coverage level

as a constraint and minimizing the relocation costs, or perform a line search on

ε to find the smallest value for which an decrease does not yield a solution that

reduces the population coverage of the CRE. We applied the latter methodology
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and subsequently identified the solution depicted in Figure 2, which requires the

relocation of 53 CRE units, as having no alternative optima with lower costs

(i.e., it is a non-inferior solution).

3.2. Independent View of Each Echelon

We begin our detailed analysis of the trade-off between coverage and cost

(herein, represented by the total number) of modifications to the structure by

first adopting an independent view of each echelon. As we examine each re-

spective echelon, we assume the other echelons provide full coverage, and thus

coverage is only dependent on the echelon under consideration. This indepen-

dent view identifies the effectiveness of each echelon and the minimum number of

modifications required at each echelon to attain a specified coverage threshold.

By comparing independent views we can establish an upper bound on coverage

for a given number of relocations at each echelon. In this analysis we seek to

obtain 98% coverage as a goal for each echelon, but other minimum coverage

standards could be considered.

Figure 3 depicts the attainable coverage as the allowable number of HRF

relocations increases from 0 to 10 and indicates that, if we desire to attain a

coverage level of 98% for the entire enterprise, we need to relocate at least three

HRFs.

The CERFP echelon analysis is more nuanced than the HRF echelon because

HRFs can provide both HRF and CERFP echelon coverage. Thus, we vary the

allowable CERFP relocations from 0 to 15, and the allowable HRF relocations

from 0 to 10, for a total of 150 alternatives. Figure 4 depicts the influence of the

CERFP echelon on coverage. We note that HRF relocations have a significant

impact upon CERFP coverage when relocating up to four HRFs. For example,

if we relocate three HRFs (i.e., the number of relocations required to attain 98%

coverage for the HRF echelon), at least five CERFPs must be relocated to attain

greater than 98% coverage for the CERFP echelon. If we instead relocate no

HRFs, then we must relocate 10 CERFPs to cover 98% of the population. Table

2 reports, for each possible number of allowed HRF relocations, the minimum
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Figure 3: Independent View of Coverage at the HRF Echelon

number of CERFPs that must also be relocated to attain at least a 98% coverage

level at the CERFP echelon.
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CERFP Echelon Coverage with 6 HRF Relocations 
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CERFP Echelon Coverage with 8 HRF Relocations 

CERFP Echelon Coverage with 9 HRF Relocations 

CERFP Echelon Coverage with 10 HRF Relocations 

Figure 4: Independent View of Coverage at the CERFP Echelon

Finally, we analyze the WMD-CST echelon independently as depicted in
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Table 2: Required CERFP relocations to attain 98% coverage for a given number of HRF

relocations

HRF relocations Required CERFP relocations

0 10

1 8

2 6

3-4 5

5-6 4

7-10 3

Figure 5. At least seven WMD-CST relocations are required to attain 98%

coverage at the WMD-CST echelon.
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Figure 5: Independent View of Coverage at the WMD-CST Echelon

Overlaying each independent view, Figure 6 illustrates the upper bound on

attainable coverage for a specified number of relocations at each echelon. Figure

6 also allows a decision maker to visualize how coverage is impacted indepen-

dently at each echelon. For example, to attain greater than 98% coverage, we

need to relocate at least three HRFs, five CERFPs, and seven WMD-CSTs.

Although an examination of each echelon independently indicates such a solu-
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tion can attain coverage for up to 98% of the population, if we maintain the

same objective function and constraints while allowing at most three HRF, five

CERFP, and seven WMD-CST relocations, respectively, we actually only cover

95.44% of the population when considering the enterprise view. This difference

exists because specific counties covered by each echelon differ. Thus, we observe

that modifying the echelons independently does not accomplish a 98% coverage

threshold for the entire enterprise and, to do so, we must treat coverage from a

holistic perspective.
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Figure 6: Independent View of Coverage for each Echelon

3.3. Enterprise Approach

We now assess the trade-off between coverage and modifications from a en-

terprise perspective. There are over 9300 possible combinations for how many

CRE units among the various echelons may relocate but, if we assume that min-

imizing the total number of modifications to the CRE is also desirable, there are

only 54 alternatives in the non-inferior set. This non-inferior set is developed

by iteratively incrementing the total number of allowed relocations (from 0 to

53) and maximizing coverage for each iteration, as depicted in Figure 7. This
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reduced subset of alternatives contains the only solutions of practical interest

to a decision maker and significantly reduces the computation time required.
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Figure 7: Percentage of population covered as the number of allowed relocations increases

Figure 7 identifies the coverage of the entire CRE, the coverage at each ech-

elon, and the corresponding number of unit relocations that occur within each

echelon for a total number of allowed relocations. The non-inferior set of solu-

tions is represented by the coverage of the entire CRE (i.e., “CRE Coverage”),

for which the coverage level is indicated on the left axis of the figure. The CRE

coverage is non-decreasing in ε. Such a monotonic relationship is not present

for any of the three independent echelons, as represented respectively by the top

three plots in Figure 7. For example, as ε increases from 10 to 11, the CERFP

and WMD-CST coverages increase, but the HRF coverage decreases, yielding an

overall increase in the CRE coverage. Thus, accommodations are made between

echelons for a given relocation budget to maximize the overall CRE coverage.

The lower three plots in Figure 7 indicate the number of unit relocations re-

quired within each echelon, as indexed on the right axis of the figure, to attain

the reported CRE coverage. Whereas the WMD-CST echelon predominantly

requires the largest number of relocations over the range of ε-values examined,
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when considering the per capita moves at each echelon, the CERFP and HRF

echelons require a much greater modification to their respective echelon struc-

ture to improve CRE coverage than the WMD-CST echelon. For example, when

20 relocations are allowed, a total of 8 WMD-CSTs, 6 CERFPs, and 6 HRFs

are relocated, which respectively represent a 15%, 40%, and 60% modification

to each echelon.

3.4. Sensitivity Analysis of Selected Parameters

Herein, we examine the resiliency of the proposed solution for CRE unit

locations in Figure 2 by revisiting two key assumptions. First, our baseline

analysis assumed a travel rate of 50 miles per hour. Second, our examination

considered a CBRN event as an LSE; that is, an attack will occur at a single

location. We postulate the first assumption to be reasonable because, although

a CBRN event will induce traffic congestion, the CRE units will travel in a

direction counter to the congested flow of vehicles evacuating and/or fleeing the

site of the attack. Regarding the second assumption, the development of CBRN

attack capability requires specialized knowledge and materials, making it more

challenging to mount an attack without detection. To minimize the likelihood of

detection, a hostile agent will reasonably concentrate efforts towards mounting

a successful CBRN attack against one target.

However, we find it worthwhile to revisit both of these assumptions to assess

the resiliency of the solution proposed in Figure 2. For the recommended CRE

unit locations, we analyze the performance of the system for a travel rate reduced

from 50 down to 20 miles per hour, in 5 mile-per-hour increments. Reported

in Table 3 are the corresponding coverages (%) for these degraded travel rates

for the recommended solution shown in Figure 2, as optimized for a 50 mile per

hour travel rate.

The sensitivity analysis depicted in Table 3 illustrates that both the optimal

and the current solutions’ coverages degrade rapidly with a decrease in the

assumed unit response speed. This intuitive result confirms the importance

of the assumed response speed. During a response to a CBRN event, it may
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Table 3: Comparison of Coverage (%) for the Optimal Solution Depicted in Figure 2 and the

Solution using Current CRE Unit Locations for Degraded Response Speeds

Optimal Solution Current Solution

Response Speed (mph) Coverage (%) Coverage (%)

50 99.5 83.4

45 85.3 74.8

40 67.7 65.7

35 49.5 55.0

30 33.6 43.0

25 17.8 31.3

20 8.1 18.6

be necessary to dedicate resources (e.g., state highway police, local police) to

ensure that travel routes are not congested to facilitate uninhibited response by

critical assets such as CRE units. The results in Table 3 further demonstrate

that the percentage of the population covered by the optimal solution depicted

in Figure 2 is less robust to reductions in the assumed response speed, relative to

the solution using current CRE unit locations. This result is also expected; the

maximization of coverage is attained by relocating CRE units in a manner that

more efficiently utilizes their full capability, which includes covering populations

up to 250-miles away. This comparison further reinforces the need for planned,

proactive, and rehearsed traffic control measures to facilitate rapid response

efforts in the aftermath of a CBRN event.

We further consider a hostile agent mounting two, three, four, or five si-

multaneous attacks instead of one attack, and we examine the likelihood of the

optimal and current CRE unit locations being sufficient to provide dedicated

response at each echelon within the CRE. For each number of simultaneous

attacks, we conducted 1,000 simulations of attack locations, wherein the prob-

ability of a location being attacked is proportional to the size of its population

and for which we do not allow attacks to be co-located within a simulation.

Reported in Table 4 are the likelihoods of a CBRN attack having a dedicated

CRE unit for response, at each echelon level.
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Table 4: Simulated Likelihood (%) of a CBRN Incident having a Dedicated CRE Response

Unit, by Echelon, for both the Optimal Solution depicted in Figure 2 and the Solution using

Current CRE Unit Locations

Number of

Simultaneous WMD-CST CERFP HRF

Attacks Optimal Current Optimal Current Optimal Current

1 99.9 91.6 99.7 88.9 99.8 94.3

2 99.5 90.9 97.7 88.4 98.2 92.4

3 99.1 90.9 96.9 88.4 97.0 91.9

4 99.0 89.6 95.3 86.6 95.5 89.7

5 98.9 90.8 94.4 87.9 93.6 88.6

The simulation results presented in Table 4 indicate that both the optimal

and current solutions are relatively resilient. Under the range of the number of

simultaneous attacks considered, the coverage of the optimal solution suffered

a degradation of up to 1.0%, 5.3% and 6.2% for the likelihood of a CBRN

attack having dedicated support at the WMD-CST, CERFP, and HRF levels,

respectively. For the solution using current CRE unit locations, the maximum

degradations in coverage under these simulated conditions are 2.0%, 2.3% and

5.7% at the respective WMD-CST, CERFP, and HRF echelons. Of note, the

optimal solution under the simulated conditions improves upon the likelihood

of the current solution to provide dedicate support by an average of 8.5%, 8.8%,

and 5.4% (and a minimum of 8.1%, 6.5%, and 5.0%) at the WMD-CST, CERFP,

and HRF levels, respectively. Thus, we find the optimal solution to be an

improvement over the current CRE unit locations with regard to its performance

under small numbers of multiple simultaneuous CBRN attacks.

3.5. Second-order Effects of the Conditional Coverage Restriction

Finally, we consider two additional measures that are not objectives of our

formulation but which further demonstrate the value of incorporating the con-

ditional covering constraint. First, we examine the amount of population co-

located with each CRE unit as a measure of risk. If we assume the probability

of a CBRN event taking place in a county to be proportional to the population
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of that county, then a co-located CRE unit incurs a similar relative likelihood

of an attack at its location. Thus, the risk of a CRE unit’s capabilities be-

ing neutralized by a CRBN event is proportional to the size of the co-located

population. Over the range of ε ∈ {0, ..., 53}, Figure 8 depicts the decrease in

population that is co-located with CRE units when the CCP constraint is en-

forced, relative to the solution attained in the absence of such a restriction. In

the best performing case (i.e., ε = 15), this yields a benefit of almost 62 million

fewer people co-located with CRE units. Even a 5% reduction in co-located

population corresponds to over 16 million fewer people, thereby reducing the

risk to the CRE for most values of ε.
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Figure 8: Reduction in population co-located with CRE units using the CCP constraint

The higher levels of co-located populations depicted in Figure 8 over the

range of 10 ≤ ε ≤ 15 are not the direct result of our formulation or its opti-

mal solution(s); it instead results from a comparison to the optimal solution

attained in the absence of the conditional covering constraint. Without such

a constraint, the optimal coverage attained when increasing from 10 to 11 al-

lowable unit relocations relocates CRE units to Phoenix, Orange County (Cal-

ifornia), and Salt Lake City. When the number of allowable unit relocations is

further increased, the optimal solution in the absence of the conditional cover-
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ing constraint relocates teams to Los Angeles for 12 relocations; Indianapolis,

Tampa, and Columbus (Ohio) for 13 relocations; and Brooklyn for 14 reloca-

tions. Of note, the relative reduction in the co-located population decreases

beyond 15 allowable unit relocations because the solution in the absence of

the CCP constraint no longer relocates units to Los Angeles or Phoenix for 16

relocations, and no longer relocates units to Brooklyn or Columbus for 17 relo-

cations. In general, the increased co-location of units in larger cities results from

the network topology; large cities are often the crossroads for major highways,

especially outside of the Northeast megalopolis, and therefore offer well suited

locations for maximizing the coverage radius for a team. When the CCP con-

straint is not included, there is no drawback to relocating units to these densely

populated areas. With the CCP constraint, however, the increased number of

populations within the covering radius of teams located at the intersections of

major highways is not offset by the loss coverage capability for the co-located

populations.

The second measure assesses the redundancy of coverage by evaluating the

percentage of the population that is covered by at least two teams or “double

covered”. Figure 9 illustrates the increase in the population that is double cov-

ered with the imposition of the CCP constraint relative to the optimal solution

attained in its absence.

The relative increase in double coverage directly relates to the invocation of

the CCP constraint. Without the constraint, there is no incentive for a solu-

tion to double-cover any demands; the problem formulation favors a reduction

in overlapping coverage to maximize the covered population. With the CCP

constraint, overlapping coverage by CRE units is required. Given a CRE unit

within a specified echelon, the population with which it is co-located can only

be covered by a different CRE unit within the same echelon that is located

sufficiently distant but also within the covering radius. This yields a mutual

reinforcement between CRE units and results in both of the populations that

have a co-located CRE unit being covered by the non-adjacent CRE unit, and

further results in any populations within the radius of both CRE units being
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Figure 9: Increase in percentage of population that is double covered when using the CCP

constraint

double covered. For high population density regions that are the most likely

targets of an attack, the effect of double coverage resulting from mutually rein-

forcing CRE units impacts larger populations, which consequently improves the

resiliency of the system, thereby increasing the amount of the total population

that can be supported by multiple units should an LSE require it.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations

In this paper we demonstrated a methodology for modifying the existing

CRE structure. Our multiobjective approach maximizes the use of the existing

structure, defines trade-offs between competing objectives, and significantly re-

duces the set of alternatives to consider. We demonstrated that in the absence of

resource constraints, we can improve coverage by more than 15%, approximately

49 million people. Furthermore, with only 23 unit relocations (less than a 30%

modification of the entire structure) coverage will exceed 98%, an improvement

of an additional 45 million people covered. Finally, we demonstrated that the

enforcement of the CCP constraint reduces the risk of an LSE neutralizing CRE

assets and improves redundancy of coverage.
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Potential improvements to our model merit further study. First, our use

of county-based network aggregates the Continental U.S. population to 3109

possible locations, which may overly simplify the number of possible facility

locations. Counties also vary greatly in size, resulting in nodes in our network

model representing varying area sizes. One possible alternative to county-level

aggregation is to establish a network with population nodes corresponding to

postal zip codes, which entail over 40,000 nodes. Whereas this expansion of

the instance size would provide result in a network having a higher granularity

representation of the population, it also would increase the complexity of the

problem, which would likely preclude the use of an exact solution method and

require the development of a customized heuristic. Second, our model assumed

that a CRE unit could be relocated to any node (i.e., county) in the network.

Depending on the availability of real estate and facilities to base such units, a

modeling extension might consider a modification of possible facility locations

to only consider sites predetermined by a governing authority. Finally, it merits

mention that societies are not egalitarian; some population areas merit a higher

level of protection due to their contribution to critical sectors of a national

economy and/or governance, as these locations are more likely to incur a CBRN

attack. As such, a modeling extension should also examine a third objective:

minimizing either the average or the maximum response time for a subset of

CBRN targets that are weighted by importance. Thus, the resulting model

would seek to balance service quality to priority nodes, total coverage, and the

cost of changing the existing enterprise unit locations.
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